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PSEUDO-UMBILICAL SUBMANIPOLDS WITH
M-INDEX ^ 1 IN EUCLIDEAN SPACES

BY TOMINOSUKE OTSUKI

1. Pseudo-umbilical submanifolds with M-index 0.

In this note, the author will use the notations in Otsuki [5]. Let Mn be an
^-dimensional manifold immersed in the ( z+A/ydimensional Euclidean space En+N

by a mapping ψ: Mn->En+N.v We denote this simply by MnmEn+N. Let ωu ωi3

= —a)ji, ωia=—ωal, ωaβ=—ωβa, i, j=l, 2, •••, n; a, β=n+l, •••, n+N, are t h e differential
1-forms associated with the immersion ψ: Mn-*En~N which are defined on B of all
orthonormal frames (p, e1} •••, en+N) such thatp£M n , eu •••, enG TpM

n. As is well known,
Wia can be written as

(1. 1) ωia= Σ AaijCύj, AaZJ = Aaji.
j

Let Np be the normal tangent space to Mn at pGMn. For any normal unit
vector e=Σξaea€Np, let

(1. 2) Φe(ω, ω)= Σ Aazja)ia)j

be the second fundamental form corresponding to e. Let m: NP—>R be the mapping
as follows: For any X=ΣιaξaeaGNp,

(1.3) m(X)= — ΣξaAaa.

Let M~NP be the kernel of m at p which is called the minimal normal space at p.
Let kι. Mn—>R be the first curvature of Mn as an immersed submanifold in EnVN.
At p such that k1(p)^0> let e(p) be the mean curvature normal unit vector, that is

(1.4) Σ Aaiiett=k1(p)e(P) *i(/>)>0.
a, l

At the point p, we make use of only the frames b=(p, e1} •••, en\.N) such that
en+i=e(p). Then, we have

Received November 16, 1967.
1) We consider Mn as a Riemannian manifold with the metric induced from En+N

by ψ.
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(1.5) m(en+i)=*i(/>), m(en+2) = - =m(en+N)=0.

If we have

(1. 6) #ecp)(<», ω)= kχ(p) Σ man,

that is, in matrix form,

(1.60 A ^ = & i Q % , , 2 )

we call Mn is pseudo-umbilical at />. If M71 is pseudo-umbulical at each point of
My the immersion ψ: Mn-*En+N is called pseudo-umbilical

If Mw is umbilical at p, then we have by definition

Φe(ω, ω)=λ(e)Σωiωi
i

for any normal unit vector e€Np, where λ(e) is a real number depending on e. The
above condition can be written as, in matrix form,

AaiJ=λ(e)dij, a=n+l, —, n.

Hence we have λ(e)=m(e). For any e€M~Np, we get Φe(ω, ω)=0t and so M-index
at p is equal to 0. Accordingly, if Mn is not totally geodesic at p, then λ(e(p))^0
and so M n is pseudo-umbilical. The converse is true. We have

LEMMA 1. Mn is umbilical and not totally geodesic at p, if and only if Mn is

pseudo-umbilical and of M-index 0 at p.

Connecting with lemma and Theorem in [5], we get easily the following

THEOREM 1. If Mn is an immersed submanifold in En+N which is pseudo-

umbilical and of M-index 0 at every point, then Mn is an n-dimensional sphere or

its subdomain in a linear subspace Enjrl.

Proof. By the assumption, the index of relative nullity is identically 0. By
Theorem 3 in [5], there exists an (^+l)-dimensional linear subspace EnV1 such that
MnmEnn. Accordingly, Mn is hypersurface in En+1 which is umbilical at every
point. Hence Mn is a hypersphere or its subdomain in En{1.

2. Pseudo-umbilical submanifolds with M-index 1.

In this section, we suppose that Mn is an ^-dimensional manifold immersed in
j?n-rN which is pseudo-umbilical and of M-index 1 at every point. Then, the first
curvature kλ\ Mn-^R is not zero everywhere. Since M-index is constant 1, we
take only such frame b=(p, elt •••, en+N)€B that

2) In the following we use the notation n-\-l m place of («+l) for sufixes.
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(2.1) en+ι=e(p)f

!

An+i = (An+uj) = kι(p)(βij),

and denote the submanifold of B composed of these frames by B2. On B2, from
ωiβ=0 (β>n+2) and the structure equations of the immersion ψ: Mn^En+N, we get

0 = doύiβ = J]a)ijA (Ojβ + ωίn+ιΛ(θniiβ + ύ>iro+2 Λ ωn+2β + 2 ] < îr Λ ωrig,

that is

(2. 3) kLa)iAa)n-iifi+o)in+2A<Onw = 0.

Now, we take a frame (A βi, •••, en) of M w such that

(2.4) a)inj_2=hiWi, i=l, •••, ^.

{̂ ΐ, •••, W are the eigen values of the second fundamental form Φenλ2 (ω, ω). Since
m(en^)=0 and ^+2=^0, we have

(2. 5) Ai+A 2 +-+An=0, (Ai, ••-, hn)M0, ••-, 0).

It is clear that the number of distinct eigen values of Φe(ω, ώ), e€Np, e en+2^0, is
the same. We call such e a generic normal unit vector. Making use of this frame
(2. 3) becomes

hence we can write the second factor as

(2. 4) k1ωn+1β+hiωn+2β=

for fixed β (>«+2). Accordingly, we have

If the number of distinct eigen values out of {hlt •••, hn) is not less than 3, then we
have easily

(2. 5) GW/3=0 and a w i ^ O .

If the number of distinct eigen values out of {hu ~,hn} is equal to 2, we may put

hi=h2= =hVQ, hi,o+i=- =hn,

If l<vo<n—1, then we get also (2. 5) from (2. 4). If vo=n—1 and n^3, then (2. 4)
becomes
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rv\(ϋγι̂ .\β~\ flfi(0n+2β — pn^ΐi)

hence we may put

3 A & ,

o)n+iβ—Λβωn a n d Q>n+2β—— ~j—Aβωn.

Furthermore, we can choose en+s, •••, en+N so that

that is

1

The case y o =l is analogous to the case vo = n—l. Making use of these facts, we
get the following

THEOREM 2. Let Mn(n^3) be an n-dimensional submanifold immersed in En+N

which is pseudo-umbilical and of M-index 1 at every point. Then the number of
eigen values of the second fundamental form Φe(<o, ω) for a generic normal unit
vector e is not less than 2. Furthermore,

i) if this number is not less than 3 or if it is equal to 2 and the dimensions
of the eigen spaces corresponding to the two eigen values are greater than 1, then there
exists an (n-\-2)-dimensional linear subspace EnΛ2 of EnVN such that En{2^>Mn;

ii) if this number is equal to 2 and the dimensisns of the eigen spaces are
n—1 and 1 at every point, then we can choose frames b = (p, eh •••, en+N)^B such that

(ύanΛjr=h\ωa, (β = l, ", «—1), o)nn^= —{n

ωia=0 (α=»+3, > ,n+N),

ωn+in+i=λωni o)nnβ = 0 ( ^ = ^ + 4 , ••-, n+N),

ωn+^n+s^μcon, ft>7z±2_j8=0 (β=n+4:, •••, n+N),

where

COROLLARY. In order that there exists an En+2 such that Mn ^ En+2 under the
same assumptions of Theorem 2, it is necessary and sufficient that the linear mapping

<p2: Tp(Mn)-*en+2+-nM-Np

is trivial, where ψ2 is defined by
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n+N
= Σ <On+2

5 + 3

3. Pseudo-umbilical submanifolds in En+2 with M-index 1.

Let Mn be an ^-dimensional submanifold imbedded in En+2 which is pseudo-
umbilical and of M-index 1 at every point. Then we have a linear mapping φλ:
Tp(Mn)-*M~Np=Ren+2 defined by

φ1(X) = ωn±in±_2(X)en+2) XzTp(Mn).

Then the second curvature of Mn at p is defined by

(3.1) UP)= m a x { | ^ ^ ( X ) | ; XeTp(Mn), | |X | | = 1}.

Now, making use of the fact that kι does not vanish everywhere, we consider
the following mapping ψ\ Mn^En+2 by

(3.2) q=ψ{P)=P+~~-^e{P)

where p and q denote the position vectors in En+2.

Case k2(p)^0 at every point peMn.

In this case, we can choose frames b=(p, e1} •••, en) such that

(3. 3) (On+i ni2 = k2ωn.

From this we get

dωnιί W f 2 = dk2 A(on+k2dωn

hence

(3. 4) dωn =—dlogk2Aωn,

which shows that the Pfaff equation

(3. 5) ωn=0

is completely integrable. Let the family of integral hypersurfaces of (3. 5) be Q(v)
and we may suppose that v is the arclength of an orthogonal trajectory of this
family. By means of the Gauss' lemma, we have

(3. 6) ωn=dv.

By (3. 4) and (3. 6), k2 is a positive function of v. Differentiating (3. 2) and making
use of a)in+1=kiwi, (3. 3) and (3. 6), we have

/ o Γ7N 7 dki _ k2dv

(o. 0 aq= r-τ- e-\ -r— en+2.
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This shows that ψ(M) is generally two dimensional. If dki^b along Q(v), then
ψ(Q(p)) is a curve whose tangent direction is that of e. But e varies (n—l)-dimen-
sionally on Q(v). This is impossible since n—1^2. Hence, we have dkι=0 along
Q(v), in other words k± is also a function of v. Hence the image of Q{v) by ψ is
a point denoted by q=q(v) and Q{v) is contained in a hyper sphere Sn+1(v) with
centor q(v) and radius 1/k^v). Then, (3. 7) can be written as

and so the right hand side depends only on v. Making use of
and (3. 6), we have

and so

n+2A(On+

dV ΛCQin+2,

ι = kιθ)h (3.3)

Substituting ωin+2=ΣijAn+2ijωj in the above equation and making use of m(en+2)=0,

we get

(3.8)

An+2ab— —j— δab, Λn+2nb — 0 (β> b = l, 2, •••, fl — 1) ,

^ A, •

Since M-index is 1 at every point of Mn, ^4w+2=^0, hence

(3.9) ki(v)*0.

Let us use the vector field of En+2 defined over Mn by

(3.10) X=kl—=—=&i&20?i+2—k[en+ij

dv

which depends only on v and is normal to Mn. by means of (3. 3) and (3. 8), we
get
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*ίri - (n-l)k[dv

that is
7-rr

(3.11) -j- =k1kίen,2-(k'ι'+k1k2

2)en+i+nk1k'ιen.
dv

This shows that dX/dv is linearly independent of X and normal to each Q(v). Since
XO) and X'(v) are constant vectors along Q(v), there exist linear subspaces En

x+\v)
and 5?+1(ί;) such that

and
1(v), En

2

+\v)±_Xr(v).

Since £n+i, X(^) and X ;(^) are linearly independent, we can put

S n~\v)=Sn+\v) Π EΓ' (v) Π ETι (v).

Hence Q(v) is imbedded in S71'1^). Mn can be considered as a locus of moving
(n—l)-sphere S71'1^) depending on one parameter v.

Now, we consider the second fundamental form of Q(v) as a submanifold of
Mn. Since the right hand side of (3.11) depends only on v, using (3. 3), (3. 6) and
(3. 8), along Q(v), we have

= kλk
f

2 Σ 0>n+2aea— (ki' + kikz2) 2 (On+ia
a a a

= —kik[(\θg k2Y 2] Maβa + iK''-\-k1k2

2)kλ 2 (Oaβa + nkikl 2

hence we have

(3.12) ωan= —
J n v\

on

On the other hand, we get from (3. 4) and (3. 6)

0=dωn= 2 o)aAωan=0 on Mn.
a

This shows that (3.12) is true on Mn. Along Q(#), en is its normal unit vector
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field and we have

den=— Σωa>nea-
a

According to the principle of Levi-Civita, the second fundamental form of Q(y) as
a hypersurface of Mn is

This shows

Case ko

that

=0.

/ ι " 'C

α

Q{v) is

1

umbilical in

k2

 +

Mn.

i'Λ-kikz2

In this case, the mapping φλ is trivial at each point of Mn. Since ωn+ln+2=0,

we get easily

If n^2, by analogous argument as in Case k2^0, we see that kx is a constant and
q is a fixed point. Mn must be contained in an (τzH-l)-dimensional sphere Sn+1

with centor q and radius l/&i. en+2 is the normal unit vector field of Mn in Sn+1.
In this case, we have

den+2= Σ (*>n+2iej

and so the second fundamental form of Mn in Sn+1 is given by

Since ΣtAΛ + 2iί=0, Mn must be an minimal hypersurface in Sn+1. Conversely, if a
minimal hypersurface in Sn+1 can be considered as a submanifold Mn in E714"2 in
this case. Thus we get the following theorem.

THEOREM 3. Let Mn be an n-dimensional submanifold in imbedded in En+2

which is pseudo-umbilical and of M-index 1 at every point. If the second curvature
k2 of Mn is not equal to zero at every point, then Mn is imbedded in a submanifold
which is a locus of a moving {n—Y)-dimensional sphere Sn~xip) such that the radius
r{v) is not constant, the curve of the centor q(v) is orthogonal to this submanifold
at the corresponding points and not to the n-dimensional linear subspace containing
Sn~\v), and S71"1^) is umbilical hypersurface in the locus. If k2=0, then Mn is a
minimal submanifold in a {n-\-V) dimensional sphere in En+2.
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